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The available information on the characteristics of these branches are based upon the versions of old 
geographers and explorers. The problem is that these versions are not consistent with the geomorpho
logical chronology of the Nile delta. The purpose of this paper is to identify the relics of ancient branches 
of the Nile Delta based upon some cartographical, topographical, geomorphological, and sedimento
logical evidence. It also presents a Geomorphological map of ancient Nile delta branches. 

Introduction 
The Nile delta has emerged gradually as a result of the accu
mulation of the Nile fluvial deposits. The delta progressed 
slowly at the expense of the Mediterranean sea by some of 
deltaic branches which enclosed a number of lagoons and 
salt swamps, so the Nile delta was more branched than pres
ent. 

The major constructional phases occurred in Late pleis
tocene when the Delta extended to the boundaries of the 
continental shelf. It was followed by a destructional phase 
in early Holocene accompanied with an intermittent rise of 
the Mediterranean Sea level. Since this period (nearly 
10.000 years ago) the northern coast of the delta apparently 
changes in three phases (Figure 1 ): 

1 The emergence phase at the beginning of the 
Holocene. 

2 The submergence phase in historic times. 

3 the modem submergence phase in modem times. 
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The flections of contour lines in the topographic 
maps which show the natural water courses 
(Figure 10). [Egyptian Survey Dept, 1907] 

The relics of meanders of man- made irrigation 
and drainage canals (Figure 9). 

The remains of Ox-bow lakes which appear near 
the man-made irrigation and drainage canals 
(Figure 9). 

The remains of aits and islands which appear in
side the man-made irrigation and drainage canals 
(Figure 9). 

The relics of natural levees which appear on the 
edge of man-made irrigation and drainage canals 
(Figures 9 & 11). 

6 The flections of isodepth lines of lagoons (Bum
Ius and Manzala Lakes) which indicate the 
mouths' relics of ancient canals (Figure 7). 
[French Expedition to Egypt, 1821] 

The number of Nile delta branches was bigger during 7 The sites of ancient river mouths were determi
nant based upon subsurface geology of delta 
land and coastal lakes (Figure 3) and thickness of 
Holocene Nile mud (Figure 4). 

most of Holocene according to historic versions and maps 
given by: Herodotus (484 - 425 B.C.), Strabo (63 B.C.), 
Serapion (350 A.D.) El-Idrisi (1099- 1154 A.D.) and oth-
ers. According to these versions the number ranged from 8 The correlation between the location of ancient 

Greek towns and delta branches. because the 
population depend upon Nile navigation as prin
cipal means of transportation during this period. 

three to sixteen branches. It was fanning out as far eastward 
as the old Pleusiac branch and as far westward as the Cano-
pic branch (Figure 2) [Said, R. 1981 p80]. 

The aim of the present work is to map relics of the old 
Nile distributaries and to ascertain the paths of ancient 
delta branches based upon some cartographical, topog
raphical, geomorphological, and sedimentological 
evidence. It suggests a geomorphological map of ancient 
branches of the Nile delta. 

Methods 
The mapping process of ancient branches depends upon the 
following evidence and geomorphological aspects : 
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9 Geographical distribution of fluvial sediments of 
the delta (Figure 5) and the geological sections 
across the Nile delta to show the thickness of the 
ancient branches deposits (Figure 6). 

10 The following terms were used in the geomor
phlogical suggested map : 

A - Recent landforms : 

1. Recent coastal line 

2. Recent Rosetta and Damietta Nile branches 

3. Sand dunes 

4. Swamp 

5. Sabkha 

6. Coastal sand ridges 

7. Lagoon 

B - Ancient landforms : 
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1. Meandering irrigation channel (certainly 
superimposed on ancient branch) 

2. Meandering irrigation channel (probably 
superimposed with an ancient branch) 

3. Meandering drain (certainly superimposed on 
ancient branch) 

4. Meandering drain (probably superimposed on 
ancient branch) 

5. Remains of a blind river course 

6. Ancient river mouth and immerged course. 

7. River ait (inside the recent irrigation or drainage 
channel) 

8. Relict river ait (outside the recent irrigation or 
drain channel) 

9. Ox-Bow lake (visible in 1907 topographic 
maps) 

10. Relict Ox-Bow lake (dried) 

ll. Relict seasonal pond (part of ancient course) 

12. Remains of natural levees (in the delta land) 

13. Remains of natural levees (in lagoon) 

14. Silty/sand hills 

15. Sand/gravel hills Turtle Backs) 

16. Beach ridges (Bars) 

17. Ancient Ruins - Tell 

C - Topographic features : 
I. Contour line ( in meters ) 

2. Elevation point ( in meters ) 

3. Steep slope 

4. Gentle slope 

5. Historical fort 

6. Historical city 

7. Modem city 

ll The following base maps were used in the geo
morphological mapping of the ancient Nile delta 
branches and multi-mouths in Burulus and Man
zala lakes: 

a) Egyptian Survey Dept., 121 topographic maps 
cover the Nile Delta, scale 1:25,000 with 112 meter 
vertical interval of contour lines, Cairo, 1907. 

b) The French Expedition to Egypt, Explanation of 
Egypt, topographic Atlas of Egypt, scale 1:100,000, 
Paris, 1821 

12 Data resources : 

a) The analysis of contour maps. 

b) The results of stratigraphic, sedimentology and 
paleography studies of the Nile Delta. [EI-Fayoumy 
I.F., and El-Nahass, H.A., 1988; Coutellier, V. and 
Stanley, DJ., 1987; Stanley, D.J ., 1988; Stanley, 
D.J., 1992; and Attia, M.l., 1954] 
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Results 
In light of the present work, we may conclude that the old 
Nile delta system consisted of a dense network of natural 
courses. Most of these courses are used in the present time 
for irrigation and drainage purposes. It is evident that the 
system has developed, and is in continuous development 
due to the following reasons: 

1 The accumulation of fluvial deposits every Nile 
flood. 

2 Changes of sea level during the Pleistocene. 

3 Recent subsidence and northeast tilting as a re
sult of fluvial sediments pressure. 

4 The human intervention aiming at improving irri
gation and drainage systems in the Nile delta 
area or negligence which presumably increased 
the silting up of old water courses. [El-Nasharty, 
F.A., Abdel Daiem, A.A. and Issa, Gh., 1990 
p534] 

The study demonstrates a significant difference in the del
tial branches network compared with old geographers 
maps. From studying the geomorphological map (Figure 
12) and detailed maps (Figure 9 & 1 0) we can note the fol
lowing: 

1 The network appears more branched and tangled, 
However there is an agreement about some main 
branches such as: the Pleusiac branch, the Tanitic 
branch, the Mendesian branch, the Phametic 
branch, the Sebennetic branch, Sardous branch 
and the Bolbitic branch. But no sufficient infor
mation was available to the researcher to study 
the Canopic branch. 

2 The remains of old deltial branches appear as 
some linear levees which elevated more than the 
bordering delta lands because of the accumula
tion of fluvial sediments with every Nile flood . 
The formation of natural levees whose remains 
are still left on the banks of Bahr Moris canal, 
Bahr Shebin, Bahr Faqous and Bahr El-Bqar 
drain. 

3 

4 

5 

Old branch outlets appear as individual mouths 
into the coastal line. They also appear in several 
mouths in the Manzala and Burulus lakes. 

On the delta lands numerous Ox-Bow lakes are 
spread indicating the development of ancient 
river meanders and their moving towards the 
mouth as a result of the accumulation of sedi
ments with every Nile flood. 

On the northern part of the delta, appears num
bers of silty/sand hills which indicate to a large 
extent the ancient branching. Their silty/sand 
composition indicates the collaboration of fluvial 
and wind factors in their formation : fluvial sedi
ments built up during flood periods at the ends of 
deltial courses, as well as the effect of northern 
winds in resedimenting marine deposits during 
lowest water levels. Some of the hills have steep 
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Fig 1 Ancient shore-lines of the Nile delta: (1) at the beginning of the Holocene, (2) in historic 
times, and (3) in modern times. 
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Fig 2a Ancient NUe Delta branches after Herodotus (484-425 B.C.) 

Fig 2b Ancient Nile Delta branches after Strabo (63 B.C.) 
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Fig 2c Ancient Nlle Delta branches after Serapion (350 A.D.) 

Fig 2d Ancient Nile Delta branches after EI-Idrisi (1099-1154 A.D.) 
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Fig 3 Paleogeographic maps showing changes with time in the positions of the coastline, of the 
former major Nile distributary traces, and of the delta lobes and deltaic-plain environments 
(Dates in Years Before Present). 
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Fig 4 Isopach map based on the total thickness of Holocene units (primarily mud) above the ba
sal transgressive gray sand. 
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Fig 5 Geological map of the region east of the Nile delta. 
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Fig 6 Geological sections across the Nile delta to show the thickness of the ancient branches de
posits. 
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Fig 8 Northeastern corner of the Nile showing the lower course of the defunct Pelusiac branch, 
related to the location of ancient ruins and results of (C14) analysis. 
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Fig 9 Detailed Geomorphological map of a portion of the Nile delta showing the relationship be
tween : the meandering artificial channels, river aits and sand hills (Turtle backs). 
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Fig 10 Detailed Geomorphological map of a portion of the Nilr delta showing the relationship be
tween : contour lines and ancient fluvial features. 
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Fig 11 Relief cross-sections of the eastern ancient branches. 
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southern edges which indicate wind sedimenta
tion action, and some hills have steep northern 
edges which indicate fluvial sedimentation ac
tion. 

6 A number of insular villages were scattered in 
Manzala. The remains of villages were found on 
the remains hills and on the bottom of the lake. 
Examples of these are Tanis, Kom Aldahab, 
Kom Deiab, Kom Ramada and tell El- Sahreej. 

7 Appears on the map parts of Sabkha, Swamps 
and old ponds which were left over from the 
flood in the delta low lands between the ancient 
secondary branches such as Boto lake and south
ern Manzala and Burulus ponds. These ponds 
and lakes disappeared as a result of the filling of 
their southern coasts with mud, which led to its 
fast shrinkage and disappearance. 

8 Some recent geomorphological phenomena acts 
covered the relics of some of the ancient delta 
branches and associated landforms, especially 
coastal sand dunes, swamps and sabkhas which 
cover and obscure the mouths of old branches. 

Conclusions 
The study demonstrates a significant difference in the del
tial branches network compared with old geographers 
maps. The suggested geomorphological map shows that the 
ancient network of the delta was more branched and tan
gled, the morphology of the secondary courses were 
changed during every flood due to the accumulation of allu
vial deposits, there are some relict geomorphological aspect 
related to the ancient branches such as : Ox-Bow lakes, river 
meanders, river aits and natural levees. But some recent 
geomorphological phenomena acts covered and obscured 
the morphology of some details of ancient delta and their 
mouths. 
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